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This add-on does have NPC's, "find an item" tasks and inventory management.
All you have are some bottles of antidote and some entry-level weapon sets you can choose from.

You fill confront some serious undead forces. Each level is a battle with a mini-boss and his minions.

The DLC contains:

5 levels.
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I dont ever think ill find a game as bad as this one. by the time i finished the final boss fight, i had 26 lives left

this is a hardcore game for 6-9 year olds but not for a 18 year old. The negative reviews are pretty funny. These people seem
pretty needy for some sort of mind blowing experience. Sorry, not this game. Looking for some time to kill, like solitaire? This
will work. Looking for something more? Get Command and Conquer. Its straight forward with no thrills. It works, especially
for the price.. Very poor clicker game with absolutely no point to play

- based on a limited Visual Novel engine, although most features like auto-forward and skip don't work and saving is pointless.
Most of the settings-menu is not working
- very few and unprecise cut sprites over unfitting backgrounds
- you just have to "defeat" endless random enemies by clicking. The progress ("health") bar moves back so fast that winning
without an auto-clicker is barely possible later on
- the soundtrack is decent but way too short. This is a flawed game, that said, it's also pretty fun. The battling in this game can
get tedious, and the writing isn't particularly good, but those problems aren't so problematic that they ruin the experience. In my
playthorugh I have enjoyed myself fighting the varied enemies, using the skills unique to each character, searching items for
loot, and customizing my character's gear. The two biggest problems I have with the game is that combat grows repeteitive and
boring if you play for more than an hour or two, and the fact that regardless of whether you put down your gender as male,
female, gay or straight, you are always playing as a male character trying to save a woman, since the main character has no
personality beyond wanting to save a the girl  (yeah, she's not actually your girlfirend yet, despite the name of the game)  I don't
understand why your can't play as a female trying to rescue a man, or a homosexual female, or a male trying to rescue a male, all
that it would have required was a skin change for the main character and a couple of alternate pieces of still art, if there was any
animation or voice acting in the game then I would understand, but there isn't and the game asks you your gender and sexual
preference at the beggining so I don't understand this decision. And as I mentioned, the main character has almost literally no
personality, though the supporting party members make up for that somewhat, they actually have personalities, though those are
all hilariously one dimensional. In the party from my playthough, I had a guy who kept on talking about working out, a girl who
kept talking about cosplay, and a different guy who only ever talked about his "informants." there is something kind of funny
about these characters, since none of them are actually crucial to the "plot" they can say whatever the writers wanted them to,
and it shows. But in my opinion that just gives the game a bit of charm. The supporting party is also an interesting and unique
take, at the beggining you chose three party members out of (I believe) nine who will be with you for the whole game. Each
possible party member has their own completely unique collection of special attacks, which encourages replays to see all the
different attacks. This might be more effective if there was any kind of animation in for the attacks, but there isn't any
animation for any attacks. But the different special moves feel very different from each other, so this is forgivable. Visually the
game is fine, it's got a cool retro thing going, and the colors in each level work well with each other, but overall it's boring. Nice
looking, but boring. The soundtrack is nothing special either, most of the time it's inoffensive (althought the soudntrack in the
first level got on my nerves really fast) so I wouldn't recommend it on that criteria. Overall this game is slightly above average,
it's better than a lot of indie retro RPGs that get put out, but at the same time there are much better titles out there. If you find
this on sale, or if you just want the indie game equivalent of a B-Movie revenge flick then this probably worth checking out.
6.5/10. its free. Didn't find it scary and wouldn't watch it again. Wouldn't use it as demo either.
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The story is too short with no substantial gameplay. If you're expecting a virtual novel which you can get into and play for hours
as a complex story unravels, this is not what you're looking for. It's quite cheap, but somehow still manages to deliver below its
value. The mechanics are simple, and although I don't get too hung up on that in a visual novel, the story hardly compensates for
it. Overall, it feels like one of those toys you get out of Kinder Surprise eggs, you know? Very underwhelming.. this game came
with an invalid cd key. it also says that this invalid cd key has 15 hours of playtime on it. because of this steam tries to say no
refund for an unplayable game. make sure that you do a chargeback by you credit card company if this also happens to you. this
is fraud and you are completely in your legal rights to do a chargeback if steam will not correct the issue. as for the game itself i
have no idea it cant be played.. This is a direct sequel to Sword Art Online Lost Song with numerous improvements to the
gameplay. While maintaining a lot of the aspects of it's predecessor. It has a large character cast from Sword Art Online and
Accel World. The story isn't bad. It start's off as Kirito and Asuna trying to save Yui who has been kidnapped which leads into a
larger plot involving both the SAO and Accel World team.

I have not run into any crashes, or glitchs so far and I have some hours into the game. It does, however, require a decent PC to
play.

I'm on a GTX 1080, Intel i7-4790k, 16 Gb of DDR3 @2400 MHz, using the latest Windows 10 and I have no issues with lag
running the texture resolution (HUD rendering name in the console) @4k while running the game in borderless mode with all
settings maxed out. My screen resolution being 2560 x 1440 on a XB270HU. My average FPS is between 65 and 70. Hope this
helps for those wondering about requirements.

For those who do have better PC's I recommend running the game's texture resolution at 4k it greatly increases the overall
sharpness of the game 1920x1080 texture resolution being somewhat blurry. Also I highly recommend a controller over the
keyboard can be difficult to use. I am currently using an ancient Xbox Windows Edition controller and have had zero issues at
all.

If you have any questions about the game feel free to ask and I'll do my best to answer them.. Backgrounds in this game for your
Steam profile are good - this is why I recommend.
(Did not even launch the game, just idling for cards). Unplayable due to one jumping bug that wont get fixed since this game is
12 years old. what a shame. I got this in the Killing Floor Bundle. I primarily main Field Medic, so the blowerthrower is a nice
addition; it feels like a flamethrower and is really nice for thinning large hordes.. How to enjoy this game :
Launch the game. Start the game. Close your eyes. Click. Click again. Don't forget to click. And please click.
When your hear a different music, congratulations, you just have finished a level !
Now, keep your eyes closed, and click, click, click to change the music.. The first day at school can be stressful, especially for a
blind kid. Eight-year-old Ian is happy he can bring his guide dog North along, and he will direly need him as things turn ugly
during the preparations of Blue Norholm School's centenary celebration.
Luckily Ian is not alone but has North and the player to help him find his way to the library, the gym, up and downstairs, the
cafeteria...
Hampered by tank-like controls and a rigid camera angle like in an old-school horror game, we pilot North either with or
without Ian by his side.
Actions in game are limited to the necessary: sneaking, running, barking, to explore every section and lure enemies away to open
up the path for Ian.
The tightly defined camera and controls are no real default but another means to increase the retro-ish tension through gameplay
alone, adding to the macabre atmosphere visibly drawn from Tim Burton movies such as Frankenweenie.
Yet don't let yourself blind by Ian's Eyes' eye-catchingly cute graphics for the game gets difficult right after the start requiring a
strong learning curve to continue, and playing until the suprising end takes quite some patience plus lines to be added to the
merciless death counter.

Ian's Eyes can be tough, but overcoming the most difficult sections with strategy and skill is rewarding in itself for players that
like mastering challenges. Sindie Games\u2019 debut title certainly merits being played and enjoyed.

Read the full user review on: http:\/\/www.gamespot.com\/ians-eyes\/user-reviews\/2200-12712571\/
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